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This is the fifteenth year of the Cleaner Air Partnership Public Opinion Survey on Air
Quality and Transportation in the Sacramento Region. It is an opportunity to track public
response to the same questions over time, and also an opportunity to tap public opinion
on new issues facing the region.

The 2003 survey provides timely information on how people use transportation modes,
as well as their experience with trouble breathing during unhealthy air episodes.  This
year we also probed views on regional planning for growth, and public information on
air pollution episode days.

Thanks to the financial sponsors who contributed the funds and their expertise in de-
signing the survey:

• the Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management District (SMAQMD);
• the Yolo-Solano Air Quality Management District (YSAQMD);
• Sacramento International Airport (Sacramento Co. Dept. of Airports, SMF);
• the Placer County Air Pollution Control District (PCAPCD);
• the Sacramento Area Council of Governments (SACOG);
• the City of Sacramento (City);
• the Sacramento Regional Transit District (RT).

Special thanks are due to those who participated in the Survey Committee:  Larry
Greene, Kerry Shearer, Betty Turner, Greg Rowe, Ed Cox and Ken Hough; and to Dawn
Morley-Chavero and Naomi Holobow from Meta Research, who provided strong techni-
cal support, quality control and comment on the final report.

The Survey

In November and December, 2003, 2,729 telephone interviews were conducted with
random samples of residents in Sacramento (600),  Placer (500), El Dorado (400), Yolo
(492) and Solano (336) Counties and the City of Sacramento (400),.  The interviews aver-
aged over 12 minutes.  Aurora Research conducted the interviews under the direction of
the Cleaner Air Partnership Project Manager.

The methodology used in the 2003 survey  was identical to the one that has been used
annually and presents results that can be reliably compared to prior surveys.  For more
information about the methodology used, see the methodological appendix.  The margin
of error for the regional sample of 1,333 is less than 2.7 percent.  For other samples the
margin of error is:

3.3 % for Sacramento Air Quality Management District (cities and County of Sacrmento);
3.3 % for Yolo-Solano Air Quality Management District (Yolo and Solano samples);
4.9 % for City of Sacramento and for El Dorado County;
4.4 % for Placer County and for Yolo County samples;
4.0 % for Sacramento County (not including City of Sacramento);
5.4% for eastern Solano County
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Key Findings.  Key findings of the 2003 Public Opinion Survey on Air Quality and Transporta-
tion are summarized below.  Findings are consistent across the different parts of the region.

• More residents have learned to do things differently on days with poor air quality.   Fifty-
eight percent of the region’s residents in 2003 compared with 51 percent in 1995 reported that
they did something differently on days with poor air quality.  Staying home, avoiding lawn
work and barbecuing outdoors went up, using alternatives to driving on days with poor air
quality went down.

Compared to ten years ago, Sacramento County residents are much more
likely to report that they change something they do on days when air
quality is forecast to be unhealthy.  In 1993, only 35 percent of the Sacra-
mento County residents reported changing behavior in response to poor
air quality; in 2003, that number was 60 percent. There was a significant
change in 1995 up to 54 percent and another significant change in 2003,
up to 60 percent  .

•  Drivers reported more use of alternative modes instead of driving on a routine basis (as
opposed to bad air days).    Fifty-six percent of the drivers interviewed reported that they took
some trips on alternative modes; this is up from an average of 51 percent over the last 5 years.
The data indicate a linear trend during this period, with 40 percent in 1998 and 47 percent in
1999.  There was no such linear trend for individual alternative modes, indicating that drivers
are spreading their alternative use among walking, biking, transit and pooling.

• However, there has been no substantial change in transportation habits. In 2002, this sur-
vey reported that there had been virtually no shift in transportation patterns by area drivers
in the last five years.  There had been no significant shift in
commute mode.  This is true in every jurisdiction. Similarly in
the 2003 survey there had been no shift in commute mode.
The shifts in transportation habits were interesting but rela-
tively minor.  More drivers reported carpooling on an occa-
sional basis while fewer reported using transit on an occa-
sional basis.  Looking back to the late nineties, we see no
substantial change in driver reporting of average miles
driven per week.

•  Twenty-seven percent said they did not receive enough
information about air pollution on days with poor air qual-
ity.  The data indicate that the AirAlert program would need
to reach 10 times as many people to match demand for its
service.  Those most likely to say they are not getting enough
information about bad air days are ethnic minorities, work-
ers, especially low income workers, younger people, and
those not using television as their primary source of infor-
mation about air pollution.

Staying home,
avoiding lawn
work and
barbecuing
outdoors went
up, using
alternatives to
driving on days
with poor air
quality went
down.
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• Most people (82 percent)  are concerned about planning for
growth and only a minority (23 percent) think that local
government is doing a good or excellent job in terms of
planning for future growth.   Biggest concerns about growth do
not include air pollution.  Infrastructure, notably roads and
transit, and open space and agricultural land preservation top the
list.

•  Almost 10 percent (9.5 %) of our region’s drivers are very
interested in purchasing a neighborhood electric vehicle.

•  About 21 percent of the Highway 50 commuters are familiar
with the 50Corridor.com education effort, with about one-third
of these being “very familiar.” There were no demographic or
geographic correlates related to this familiarity.  The
50Corridor.com programs seem to have reached a broad cross
section of the commuting public on Highway 50.

• For airport trips, awareness of shuttle service rose
substantially to over 85 percent of all air passengers.  Air
passengers were also more likely to consider using van service
than in previous years.

Survey results by jurisdiction within the region, and a table of
comparisons for responses to the same questions over time for
the region and subareas, are available from the Cleaner Air Partnership.  The questionnaire for
this survey is also available.  Prior year surveys are also available on our web site at http://
www.cleanerairpartnership.org/images/research.html.

More drivers

reported
carpooling on an

occasional basis

while fewer
reported using

transit on an

occasional basis.
Looking back to

the late nineties,

we see no

substantial change
in driver reporting

of average miles

driven per week.

California’s leaders are looking for technological solutions to
mobile source air pollution problems.  Here, Governor
Schwarzenegger joins industry leaders to announce a hybrid
electric truck.  The first one was put in service in Sacramento
in 2004 in recognition of Sacramento’s need to reduce truck
emisisons. Pictured are FedEx CEO and president David
Bronczek (l), Eaton Corporation’s Senior Vice President Jim
Sweetnam, and Environmental Defense President Fred Krupp.
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The Table of Comparisons (Appendix) provides trend data by jurisdiction for  air quality and
transportation questions that have been repeated since the Cleaner Air Partnership began its
public opinion survey in 1989.  This section of the report describes trends in air quality-related
responses that are regional in scope.  But first, let’s set the stage with some facts about air
pollution in this region.

Table 1 displays the 23 year profile for the Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management
District (Sacramento County) and for the Sacramento Air Basin (multi-county) for state and
federal exceedances of the one-hour ozone standards.  This table provides a context for
interpreting citizen perception data from the survey.  In general, air quality has improved over
the last twenty years.   But more needs to be done to bring the region into compliance with
state and federal public health standards.

Between the completion of the 2002 Cleaner Air Partnership Public Opinion Survey report and
this report, a fundamental change has occurred in the regulatory definition of clean air at the

Public Opinion and Air Quality Trends

Days of Violation
State  Fed 8 hour  Fed 1 hour

2003 39 28 5
2002 35 27 3
2001 38 29 3
2000 30 26 4
1999 39 26 5
1998 42 13
1997 20 3
1996 48 7
1995 39 10
1994 35 6
1993 28  6
1992 58  9
1991 55 12
1990 29 8
1989 61 8
1988 81 30
1987 75 17
1986 48 22
1985 48 18
1984 58 23
1983 62 12
1982 56 17
1981 58 18
1980 43 15

4

Days of Violation
State  Fed 8 hour  Fed 1 hour

2003 53 41 6
2002 61 49 10
2001 57 46 4
2000 46 37 7
1999 56 48 7
1998 49 13
1997 25 4
1996 58 11
1995 52 11
1994 54 9
1993 36  7
1992 76 14
1991 65 14
1990 47 15
1989 74 9
1988 99 36
1987 87 22
1986 57 23
1985 54 19
1984 63 23
1983 62 15
1982 62 17
1981 69 22
1980 60 18

Sacramento County Sacramento Region

data from SMAQMD, SpareTheAir.com

Table 1:  Violations of the Federal and State Ozone Standards
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federal level.  This change began roughly five years ago and becomes complete June 15, 2005.
A major part of the change is the revocation of the federal one hour ozone standard, the
touchstone against which this survey has marked progress.    The new touchstone, the federal
eight hour ozone standard, defines the clean air goal for our region, and federal law requires a
plan to achieve that standard by 2013.  In state law is a similar , more stringent, ozone
standard.

Meteorology plays a big role in ozone formation and varies from year to year. The summers of
1997, 1999 and 2000  followed a cool pattern, with strong Delta breezes and few days
threatening to exceed the current federal ozone standard.   The summer of 1998 followed a hot
pattern, with a record number of days (16) over 100 degrees Fahrenheit in August, and
stillness created by high pressure ridges over much of Northern California.  According to
Sonoma Technology Inc., the weather conditions in the Sacramento Region were average in
2003.  July was unusually hot and August was unusually cool.  There were more exceedance
days on the weekend.  The County of Sacramento passed up the County of Placer in one hour
ozone exceedances reversing last year’s distribution of ozone highs.

One important factor to ozone formation is temperature.  The California Air Resources Board
studies show that “the 10 warmest years of the last century all occurred within the last 15
years.  It appears that the decade of the 1990s was the warmest in human history. . . .” [The
Greenhouse Effect and California]  Warmer temperatures mean more air pollutoin.  This is
because fuel evaporates more, engines work harder, vegetation emits more natural
hydrocarbons and heat contributes to the chemical process of ozone formation.

The California Air Resources Board has determined that the Sacramento region is highly
unlikely to meet the federal one hour ozone standard by the 2005 deadline.  The federal
government has announced its intention to revoke the one hour ozone standard and focus
effort on meeting the 8 hour standard.  It is expected that planning will now focus on putting
in place a plan to meet the tougher 8 hour ozone standard by 2013.

Summary of Public Opinion Trends

This report describes the statistically significant trends in the region and within subareas of
the region.  Statistically significant change is measured against a five year rolling average of
prior year survey results for that question.  Table 2 shows statistically significant differences
between 2003 findings and prior year averages for the region. Only residents within our air
basin were interviewed. Note that in 2003, all significant trends were regional in scope.  Only in El
Dorado County were there significant trend changes in addition to the regional changes.

Regionally,  the 2003 survey showed significant changes in response to poor air quality days,
and in use of bus and pools by drivers, and in overall use of alternative modes by drivers.

Residents Do Things Differently Because of Poor Air Quality.  More residents reported that
they do things differently on days when there is poor air quality.  Fifty-eight percent of the
region’s residents in 2003 compared with 51 percent in 1995 reported that they did something
differently on days with poor air quality.
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In Sacramento County we have data on this issue back to 1993. Compared to ten years ago,
Sacramento County residents are much more likely to report that they change something they
do on days when air quality is forecast to be unhealthy.  In 1993, only 35 percent of the Sacra-
mento County residents reported changing behavior in response to poor air quality; in 2003,
that number was 60 percent. There was a significant change in 1995 up to 54 percent and
another significant change in 2003, up to 60 percent

These data demonstrate dramatically that residents have learned to do things differently on
days with poor air quality. The significantly higher activities were: stay at home more,  not use
outdoor BBQ and not use gas powered garden tools.  However, there was also a negative
change. Significantly fewer residents said they used alterna-
tives to driving in 2003 compared to 1995.  In 2003, of those
who did something differently on days with unhealthy air, 66
percent stayed home more, 62 percent avoided using gasoline
powered garden equipment, and 56 percent avoided using
outdoor barbecue grills.    What did not increase significantly
was the percentage  who said they had trouble breathing, took
medication more, drove less, and reduced exercise outdoors.
What went down significantly (from 36 percent to 28 percent)
was the proportion of residents using alternatives to driving
as one of the ways that they changed what they did on days
with unhealthy air quality.

Drivers More Likely to Report Routine Use of Alternatives to Driving but Occasional Tran-
sit Use Has Dropped.  Drivers reported more use of alternative modes instead of driving on a
routine basis (as opposed to bad air days).    Fifty-six percent of the drivers interviewed re-
ported that they took some trips on alternative modes; this is up from an average of 51 percent
over the last 5 years.  The data indicate a linear trend during this period, with 40 percent in
1998 and 47 percent in 1999. Reports in more recent years show a majority of drivers using
alternatives for some trips.

Drivers reported less occasional use of transit but reported an increase in occasional use of
carpools or vanpools.  The pattern of reduced transit use by drivers was repeated in the differ-
ent counties of the region, indicating that the drop in use of transit by drivers was a generic
trend, not a function of individual transit provider performance. Note that regular use of
transit by drivers did not drop.  The interviews provide no clues why pooling would have
increased; however, increases in fuel prices may have been an incentive to more pooling.

Perhaps most important, though drivers consider themselves as more frequent users of alter-
nates to driving when they could drive, their individual reports of use of these modes indi-
cates that the changes are likely to be small changes in several modes.  Transit in particular is
not drawing in more occasional users.

Finally, comparing the estimated weekly miles driven in 1998 and 1999 versus 2003 shows
almost no change in how much drivers are driving.  While the average was higher in the late
nineties, this is related to a few very high numbers.  At the other end, there were fewer respon-
dents with no miles driven in 2003, and the quartiles were very similar.

Compared to 10 years
ago, Sacramento
County residents are
much more likely to
do something
differently on days
with unhealthy air
quality, 35% compared
to 60%.
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Typically about one-third of the Capitol Region’s households report someone had trouble
breathing during summer episodes of poor air quality (Table 3).  One reason that air officials in
the region provide information about episodes is so that residents who suffer can avoid expo-
sure. Another reason is to encourage citizens to reduce pollution by not driving, not using gas
powered lawn and garden equipment, not grilling outdoors and other polluting activities.
Most residents report awareness of air pollution episodes (see the Cleaner air Partnership
Evaluation of the Spare The Air Program).

Source of Information about Air Pollution

Most people report that the primary source of information for them is television. There were
statistically significant variations in the primary information source on air pollution episodes
by county.  For example, the biggest impact of cable television was in Solano County (31%),
and the lowest use of cable was in Placer and Yolo.   Sacramento City, El Dorado County and
Placer County had the highest levels of attention to broadcast television.  The City of Sacra-
mento had the lowest attention to radio (15%) and the highest attention to television (73%).
Overall, broadcast television was the most used source, with 42 percent of the region’s resi-
dents using this as their primary source.  Cable television added 22 percent.

Comparison with past years demonstrates that using cable has not increased the proportion
using television as the primary source.  About the same percentage chose television in 2003 as
chose it in 1998.  The question was:

  What was your primary source of information about air pollution episodes last
summer. . . . Was it … [read categories]
01) Broadcast television
02) Cable television
03) radio
04) newspaper
05) internet
06) your employer
07) friends, family or neighbors
08) the region’s personal notification system called AirAlert (email, or text
message on phone or pager)
09) other (list) [volunteered]
10) no source  [volunteered]
99) don’t know or refused [volunteered]

Electronic Air Quality Message Signs

One innovation in the Spare The Air campaign during 2003 was the use of electronic message
signs to alert drivers on the road about Spare The Air days, with a message to reduce driving.
Spare The Air advisories display continuously on five permanently-installed Sacramento

8
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County electronic message signs on four major thoroughfares:

-Sunrise Blvd. south of Folsom Blvd. (29,805 cars per day one direction)
-Madison Avenue east of Sunrise Blvd. (21,597 cars per day one
direction)
-Sunrise Blvd. north of Greenback (27,457 cars per day one direction)
-Madison Avenue west of Auburn Blvd. (56,244 cars per day
both dir.)

About 135,103 vehicles pass these signs every day, resulting in
about 1,756,339 driver impressions during the 13 Spare The Air
days in the 2003 season.

The general awareness campaign ran messages on two electronic
message signs July 1 – August 31 (nine weeks):
• I-80 at Cal Expo Blvd. – 272,700 vehicles pass by daily
• I-80 at Eureka Road – 195,750 vehicles pass by daily
(18 spots per hour, 24 hours per day, resulting in 864 showings per
day).
Combined, an estimated total of 486,450 vehicles pass by the signs daily.

Respondents to the 2003 Cleaner Air Partnership Public Opinion Survey were asked:

Last summer, did you see any electronic message signs on the
road or freeway, informing you about poor air quality?

Those responding yes ranged from a high of 17.8 percent in Sacramento County to a low of 9
percent in Yolo County.   The differences between jurisdictions are statistically significant.
Awareness of electronic air quality message signs in other jurisdictions was:  Sacramento City
residents, 15.5 percent; El Dorado residents 12.3 percnt; Placer County residents, 10.8%, Solano
County 10%.

Adequacy of Information About Air Pollution Episodes

To assess whether the Spare The Air campaign was adequately reaching the public, the survey
asked:

Last summer, on days with poor air quality, did you receive enough
information about the level of air pollution?

Twenty-seven percent said they did not receive enough information about air pollution on
days with poor air quality. The latter group was asked “If you knew there was a free service
that sends air pollution information via e-mail, text pagers and text message on cell phones to
announce days when air is unhealthy, would you sign up for it?” Forty-five percent indicated
they would; this represents 12 percent of the total sample.  In this group, two-thirds would like
to receive the information by email, 21 percent by cell phone message, 3 percent by text pager
and 2.6 percent would like a combination.

10
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poor air quality
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Table 4: Preferred way to receive personal air pollution information
Frequency Percent of all respondents Percent of Group Asked

Email 114 8.3 67.0
Text pager     5   .4   3.1
Cell phone   36 2.6 21.3
Combination / multiple     4   .3   2.6
None of the above   10   .7   6.0
Total 171 12.4 100.0

The Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management District maintains such a service called
MyAirAlert (available at www.myAirAlert.net).  As indicated by these data, the AirAlert
market would is about 50,000 subscribers, about ten times the present level.

Demographic correlates for those lacking adequate informa-
tion.

Those who said they were not getting enough information were
clustered in several demographic categories and there is interac-
tion. Those lacking adequate information are more likely to be
drawn from:

• ethnic communities, particularly Hispanic/Latino
(44%), African-American (39%) and Asian/Pacific-Islander
(36%).  Caucasians were least likely to say there weren’t getting
enough information (23%).  Higher income ethnic minorities are
closer to Caucasians in their response, so there is interaction
between race and income.  There are large differences when comparing Hispanics/African
Americans and Caucasians within the same income groups until  household income level
exceeds $60,000 per year.

The strongest ethnic correlate is Hispanic/Latino.  This group has a larger proportion
saying they aren’t getting adequate information regardless of what media they rely on .

• those using broadcast television as their primary source of information are least likely
to say that they are not getting adequate information about air pollution episodes.

For  minority ethnic groups other than Hispanic/Latino , those using broadcast televi-
sion are least likely to claim inadequacy.  Those relying on cable television are much more
likely to say that they need more information.  These data suggest that the program may get
more efficiency from its information budget
through promotion of  broadcast television
as the place where you can get information
you need on air pollution episodes, rather
than to try to expand information available
on other media.

• employed residents were less likely
than the unemployed to say that they were
getting enough information, and lower
income employed folks had much higher
responses of “not enough information” than
unemployed folks in the lower income cat-

. . . the AirAlert

market is about
50,000 subscribers,

about ten times the

present level.
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egories.  So again, there is interaction.  Forty-four percent of the employed people with house-
hold incomes below $30,000 per year said they did not have enough information about air
pollution episodes.  This is also a group that is not likely to take good advantage of AirAlert.

• older residents are least likely to think they are lacking information.  Fifty percent of
the 18-24 age group and 40 percent of the 25-34 age gropu said they did not have enough
information.  In fact, 40 percent of those who said they did not have enough information were
aged 18-34.  Younger age groups may be among the best targets for education on air pollution
episodes.  There is also interaction between age and income; those most likely to say that they
lacked adequate information are young people in low income households.  Younger people in
high income and older people in low income households are more like average respondents in
responding to this question.

• those whose primary source of information was not television were more likely to be
dissatisfed  with the adequacy of their informa-
tion.  A key target would be those using newspa-
pers as their primary source; 36 percent of these
respondents said they did not have enough
information.  This suggests that print ads for
AirAlert may generate new sign-ups  Thirty-six
percent of those who relied on their employer
and 42 percent of those who relied on the internet
said they did not have enough information.

It is worth noting that the there is no difference in
perceived lack of adequate information between
genders and between counties.

Summary.  To increase air pollution episode awareness among segments of the population that
perceive they aren’t receiving enough information,  the air districts should consider:

• print ads to bring newspaper readers into AirAlert and broadcast television news and
weather for better information;

• working with large employers to target lower wage employees with AirAlert informa-
tion and focus on employment sectors where ethnic minorities are more likely to be employed;

• TV and radio advertising on programs of special interest to people under 35;
• providing more information via other media should be weighed against promoting

broadcast television as the place to get air pollution episode information and working with
broadcast news to promote that message in other media.
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Growth Planning and Air Quality

Most people (82 percent)
are concerned about

planning for growth and

only a minority (23

percent) think that local
government is doing a

good or excellent job in

terms of planning for
future growth.

The region is discussing growth and transportation at the same time that a new air quality
plan is scheduled to be created. One path to cleaner air is to plan regional growth to reduce
mobile source emissions.   The Cleaner Air Partnership public opinion survey asked the
region’s residents several questions about planning for growth in part to determine whether
air pollution is one of the issues of concern to the public in planning for growth.  The results
unequivocally established that when thinking about land use and growth at the local level,
only a handful of people among the 2700 interviewed thought of air pollution as the main
issue.

On a regional level, most people (82 percent)  are concerned about planning for growth and
only a minority (23 percent) think that local government is doing a good or excellent job in
terms of planning for future growth.  [See Table xx for details.]  Level of concern does not vary
significantly by jurisdiction.  However there was a difference  between jurisdictions in how
citizens rated local government on planning.  Placer, Yolo and Solano residents were slightly
less likely to give their local govenrments low grades on planning, with 62-64 percent saying
the local governments had done a poor or fair job.  The
City of Sacramento, County of Sacramento and El Dorado
County were more harshly judged with 74 to 78 percent
saying the local government had done a poor or fair job.

There was a statistically significant difference between
different areas in the region on the most important thing
to accomplish in local land use planning.

In asking people about the most important thing that
they want local government to accomplish in the local
land use planning process, the survey elicited a broad
range of individual narrative responses.  These responses
were categorized by two researchers independently from
one another and coded into categories to identify major
categories of concern.  Finally, for the tables in this section
of the report, the responses were condensed into the fewest number of categories.

Regionally, the most important large category of concerns is the availability of infrastructure,
including transportation,  and services, including public transportation, to meet the needs of
increased growth [29%].  When combined with “traffic control” concerns (7%), this group of
concerns amounts to 35 percent of the respondents.  The highest level of concern was found in
Sacramento City and County (32% in each) and in Placer (27%).  The second most numerous
group said that open space and/or agricultural land preservation was the most important
thing to accomplish.  Solano County (28%) and Yolo County (23%) were most concerned about
land preservation in the growth process.
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Table 5:  Sacramento Region Looks at Planning for Growth

1.  The Level of concern about the outcome of plans to accomodate population growth.

      Frequency Percent
Very concerned 280 41.9
Somewhat concerned 281 42.0
Not very concerned   70 10.5
Not at all concerned   35   5.2

666 100

2. Rating the job of your local govenment in terms of planning for future growth

Frequency Percent
Poor 213 30.0
Fair 287 40.5
Good 145 20.5
Excellent   22   3.2
Don’t know/refused   41   6

708 100

3. Main Thing Want Accomplished in Planning Land Use for Growth
Frequency Percent

Infrastructure/transportation 400 29.1
Preserve open space & Ag land 240 17.4
Control / stop growth 152 11.1
Traffic control issues   99   7.2
Adequate housing   93   6.8
Water concerns   46   3.3
Add more commercial development   29   2.1
Other 149 10.8
No response 168 12.2

The third most frequent response was one emphasizing limiting or controlling growth.  This
group represented 11 percent of the respondents.  This ranged from 15 percent in Solano
County to 10 percent in the City and County of Sacramento.

Controlling traffic was chosen by 7.2 percent, ranging from Placer County at 11 percent to 2
percent in Yolo.

Adequate housing was mentioned by about the same  number, 6.8 percent.  This included
responses like adequate housing, affordable housing, and range of housing choices.  It varied
from 12 percent in Yolo to 4.5 percent in Placer and El Dorado.

The responses to these questions about planning for growth did not vary significantly by level
of participation in local and regional issues.  The major differences between people with
different levels of activism occurred in the non-response level rather than the choices made by
those who made choices. What this means is that when you compare the active people’s
opinions with the non-active people’s opinions, they are not different.  This is a good sign that
those who are participating in these processes are representing those who do not
participate.
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Neighborhood Electric Vehicles

Is the Capitol Region ready for neighborhood electric vehicles? The 2003 Cleaner Air
Partnership Public Opinion Survey found that almost ten percent (9.5 %)of our region’s
drivers are very interested in purchasing a neighborhood electric vehicle, also called “low
speed vehicles”.  Cleaner Air Partnership Steering Committee members report that private
market research that they are familiar with also supports the view that there is demand for
these vehicles for household use.

What are NEVS?  Unlike the golf cart, the neighborhood electric vehicle (NEV) is a category of
street-legal vehicle recognized by the National Highway Transportation Safety Administration
(NHTSA). NHTSA defines a neighborhood electric vehicle as a vehicle with certain required
safety equipment that travels up to 25 miles per hour.  For safety reasons, a NEV is restricted to
surface streets with a posted speed limit of up to 35 miles per hour, though it is legal for an
NEV to cross a street that has a higher speed limit. NHTSA requires low-speed vehicles to be
equipped with headlamps, stop lamps, turn signal lamps,
taillamps, reflex reflectors, parking brakes, rearview mirrors,
windshields, seat belts, and vehicle identification numbers.
They run on batteries that provide 30-50 miles per charge and
can be charged with a standard household electric outlet  (110
V). Fueling is easy because they can be plugged in anywhere.
The cost of Neighborhood Electric vehicles runs between $6,000
and $10,000.

It is estimated that there are 15,000 current NEV owners in
California. The Green Car Institute1 published a study in July
2003 of these owners and their use of NEVs.  The study showed
that:

•  “. . . NEVs are in use in relatively equal numbers in small, medium, and large urban
centers, in suburbs, master-planned communities, rural areas, gated golf communities, mobile
home parks, apartment complexes and numerous other surroundings.”

• NEVs are used “as a daily replacement for an internal combustion engine vehicle
more than two-thirds of the time.”

• Only 25 percent of all NEV users usually drive alone;
• 65 percent of the respondents use their NEVs to transport something other than

people.

The most common types of trips taken in NEVs are to run local errands, for personal
recreation, to visit friends and family and to deliver or transport goods for businesses or
personal reasons.  Of the household users, 60 percent are older than 55 years of age.

Incentives Available.  There are a number of incentives for buying electric vehicles. The
federal government provides a tax incentive in the form of a tax credit for 10 percent of the

The GEM by Daimler-Chrysler
is an example of  a Neighbor-
hood Electric Vehicles seen in
our region.
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purchase price of a qualified EV.   The City of Sacramento allows EVs to park free in some City
garages.  The GEM car is  available to consumers for retail purchase at Lasher Dodge, Elk
Grove.

Potential High Use Areas.  Small towns have provided an attractive setting for NEV use.
There is also potential synergy between NEV use and transit.  Sacramento Regional Transit has
a program with support from SMUD to demonstrate how NEVs could work in conjunction
with transit to travel to and from transit stations.

Limitations to NEV Use.  Over the last decade, local jurisdictions in the region have adopted a
range of measures to accommodate electric vehicle use in our region, including building code
changes that facilitate electric charging in the garage of new homes.  However, there may
remain limitations to easy use of NEVs in some areas.  The City of Lincoln has sponsored
legislation to “ease the way” for NEVs in Placer County.

A Cleaner Air Partnership Task Force has done a quick review of the issue of whether the
Capitol Region is sufficiently ready for NEVs.  It noted that NEVs are already in use in many
parts of the region, and that some local governments are making efforts to accommodate
NEVs, primarily through speed limit changes on some existing streets, and are planning for
NEV use in some new communities.  According to develop members of the Cleaner Air
Partnership, the use neighborhood electric vehicles supports  neighborhood commercial land
uses.  People are less likely to drive to commercial areas outside their local community when
they use NEVs.  While some new communities are being designed for NEV use, older
communities may require a fresh look to comfortably accommodate NEVs.  The Task Force
identified some recommendations to local governments and some areas for more research
which it recommended to the Cleaner Air Partnership Steering Committee early in 2004..

Here are the Task Force Recommendations to the Steering Committee:
1.  The Cleaner Air Partnership should ask local governments in the region to review

their transportation plans and programs for compatibility with NEV use.  Specifically, local
governments should address the following issues:

• has the jurisdiction identified sufficient safe and legal NEV on-road corridors to
provide access between homes and shopping, light rail and other community activities?

• where speed limits pose limitations to NEV use, can they be lowered to improve NEV
access?

• can signage be added to inform drivers and residents to be aware of  NEV use ?
• what enforcement mechanisms does the local jurisdiction use to ensure that planned

communities actually fully implement their NEV measures?
2.  The Cleaner Air Partnership should include questions in its 2004 survey on the

acceptability of NEV use in neighborhoods.  Do the region’s residents support sharing the road
with low speed electric vehicles?

3.  The Cleaner Air Partnership should work with potential partners, including SACOG,
to ensure that limitations to NEV use in otherwise highly promising areas be addressed.

1. Green Car Institute, a 501(c)(3) nonprofit research organization and think tank, encourages
the acceptance and adoption of alternative and clean fuel vehicles by North American
motorists. http://greencars.com/gci/
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Corridor 50 Awareness

The 50 Corridor is an important regional transportation corridor with both highway and
transit facilities.  The corridor is served by a Transportation Management Association and a
specific awareness program.  The program is directed to commuters and their awareness of
commute options.

The 50 Corridor web site, www.50Corridor.com., offers real
time traffic data, breaking news about transportation
options in the corridor, information about different
commute modes and a chat room.  The 2003 CAP survey
asked employed people whether they worked within the
50 corridor, and whether they used highway 50 to
commute.  The survey allows us to compare 50 corridor
commuters with other commuters to see if they differ in
any significant way.  The survey also tests their level of
awareness of the 50 Corridor TMA.

First, we found that 21 percent of those employed in the region work somewhere in the 50
corridor, that is anywhere along Highway 50 in Sacramento or El Dorado County.  For
Sacramento County residents nearly a quarter do so (24.4%).  Among those employed in the
corridor, 61 percent of the regional respondents and 57 percent of the Sacramento County
respondents said that they used Highway 50 for at least some of their commute.  Among those
who use Highway 50 for at least part of their commute trip, 7 percent of the regional
respondents and 8 percent of the Sacramento County respondents are “very familiar” with the
50 Corridor TMA or 50Corridor.com programs to help commuters on Highway 50. In addition,
14 percent of the regional Highway 50 commuters and 14 percent of the Sacramento County
Highway 50 commuters are “somewhat familiar” with the TMA or its programs.  In total about
21 percent of the Highway 50 commuters are familiar with the 50Corridor.com education
effort, with about one-third of these being “very familiar.”

There were no demographic or geographic correlates related to this familiarity.  The
50Corridor.com programs seem to have reached a broad cross section of the commuting public
on Highway 50.

Rebecca Garrison, Executive Director, reports that the 50Corridor.com  received just over 1.5
million hits in May and averages 400 daily users. The 50 Corridor TMA recently:
•  recruited 500 participants to its Bike to Work Day celebration and 29% were first time bike
commuters;
• solicited volunteers to start Bicycle Users Groups at their work sites;
• trained 108 commuters on how to have a successful first bicycle commute;
• formed more than 20 vanpools in the last three years, with 15 still on the road, resulting in
over 350 vehicle trips removed from Highway 50 each business day.

. . . about 21 percent of
the Highway 50
commuters are familiar
with the 50Corridor.com
effort, with about one-
third of these being
“very familiar.”
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Airport Trips

In 2003, the Sacramento International Airport (SMF) had about 16 0 scheduled daily flights
serving about 20,000 passengers a day.   Over 8 million passengers are served annually, while
in peak travel months passengers number above 800,000 .   The airport is used by both visitors
to the region, and regional residents.  This survey looks at the use of the airport by regional
residents, and specifically their use of ground transportation to reach the airport.

Air Quality Improvement Efforts at International Airport  by Sacramento County Airport
System 

The SCAS has invested over $26 million
to upgrade airfield facilities and
equipment to reduce emissions while
modernizing SMF to meet the growing
regional air travel demands.  In
recognition of its successful efforts, the
SCAS was awarded the 1998 Governor's
Environmental and Economic
Leadership Award for Environmental Management .

SMF and its tenants own and operate a very large and diverse fleet of alternatively fueled low
emission vehicles. The SCAS has encouraged the use of these new low emission technologies
by providing the specialized refueling infrastructure needed for their daily operation. Specific
applications include: 

* The SCAS's alternative-fuel vehicle fleet includes 14 methanol pool cars, 22
CNG shuttle buses, 13 CNG cars, vans and trucks, and numerous electric utility vehicles.
Future fleet purchases will give preference to certified low-emission vehicles.

* Electric utility vehicles and propane-powered aircraft ground support
equipment are routinely used by several airport tenants. SMF and its tenants have partnered
with SMUD to receive federal and state grant incentives to expand their usage

* An Electric-powered handicap lift device, designed for wheelchair-bound
commuter airline passengers, is operated by airline tenants. It complies with ADA regulations,
and is emission free.

* Electric and CNG powered rental vehicles are presently available through EV
Rentals in conjunction with the on-airport Budget Rent-A-Car facility.

*SuperShuttle operates a fleet of CNG powered shuttle vans, and the Sacramento
Independent Taxi Owners Association operates low emission gasoline vehicles.

* Public-access Electric Vehicle charging stations are located in the Terminal A
and Terminal B daily parking areas, and under the solar photovoltaic panels for the recharging
of public and airport electric vehicles.

www.sacairports.org
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 Table 8:  Sacramento County (SMAQMD) Residents’ Responses to Airport Questions

Past 6 months, number of times gone to Sac Airport n= 899 914 897
Nov-02 98-02 Nov-03

not at all 38.8 39.9 34.4*
once or twice 27.2 25.5 28.4
three or four times 16.6 15.5 16.3
five or more times 17.4 19.1 20.8

Dropped off/picked up someone (% of all R) 48.7 48.7 53.8*
Parked while flew (% of all R) 19.7 20.2 19.9
Was dropped/picked  [% of all R] 25.2 28.1 29.4

Number of air passengers 364 364 397
Air Passengers as a % of  all respondents 40.5 40.1 44.3
Parked while flew [% of air pass.] 48.7 49.2 44.9
Was dropped/picked [% of air pass.] 62.3 68.9 66.3
Was dropped/picked up by commercial services [% of air pass] 19.2 18.1 16.8

Aware of door to door van service 79.2 78.5 85.7*
• Considered using van service 50.5 47.5 52.8
• Did use van service/last six mon. 14.5 12.6 12.4

Single trip air passengers 37.0 38.4
Multiple trip air passengers 63.0 63.2

         Table 9:  Regional Residents Respond to Airport Questions

n = 1333 1383 1377
Past 6 months, number of times gone to Sac Airport Nov-02 98-02 Nov-03
not at all 37.7 40.3 36.3*
once or twice 28.1 25.7 27.0
three or four times 16.8 15.6 16.6
five or more times 17.4 18.5 20.7

Dropped off/picked up someone (% of all R) 48.8 48.0 52.2*
Parked while flew (% of all R) 21.2 21.2 21.3
Was dropped/picked  [% of all R] 25.1 27.2 28.6

Air Passengers as a percent of all respondents 41.7 40.5 44.5*
Number of Air Passengers 557 560 613
Parked while flew (% of all air pass.) 50.8 52.4 48.0
Was dropped/picked  [% of all air pass.] 60.1 67.3 64.3
Was dropped/picked up by commercial services [% of all air pass]  18.6 19.4 15.9

Air passenger awareness of alternate modes to airport 557 560 613
Aware of door to door van service 79.5 78.4 85.5**

•Considered using van service 49.2 45.4 53.0**
• Did use van 11.6 12.0 10.5

Did use Yolo Bus   1.9   1.8   1.1

Single trip air passengers 37.0 36.8
Multiple trip air passengers 63.0 63.2

*=significant at p<.05   **= significant at p<.01
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* A public access alternative-fuel
facility  provides increased CNG fueling capacity
to support public and SCAS vehicles.

* Two solar photovoltaic arrays have
been installed at the airport by SMUD .

* Electric-powered aircraft support
systems are currently available on 27 jet bridges.

Ground Transportation by Airport
Passengers.  With an average of 20,000
passengers per day, approximately 30,000 vehicle
trips within the region are attributable to
passenger travel to the airport.  Analysis of
airport air pollution emissions shows that 70
percent of all pollutants generated are attributable
to passenger travel, 20 percent to  aircraft and 5 percent to ground equipment.  Passenger
travel contributes more during the peak season which is also the ozone season.

Peak period airport related travel is in the summer. The CAP survey shows that about 65
percent of the region’s adult residents go to the airport at least once during the smoggy season
(May to November). About 44 percent of us go to the airport as air passengers to fly out at least
once during the May - October season.  How we choose to make that trip to the airport affects
the amount of air pollution in the air.  Over 50 percent of us drive to the airport at least once in
that season to pick up or drop off air passengers.  When air passengers are picked up and
dropped off, airport-related emissions go up because four trips are needed instead of two.  In
addition, both airport van and bus service is provided by clean fuel vehicles, with multiple
passengers sharing “the pollution load.”

Tables 8 and 9 show responses by residents of Sacramento County and by regional residents to
questions about airport trips.  You will notice that the next to the last column averages prior
year  percentages.  The final column gives the 2003 percentage.  The statistical significance
calculations are based on a comparison of the 1998-2002 average versus the finding for 2003 on
that question.  The year 2002 responses are provided for comparison.  The year 2003 measure-
ments largely fit into  a stable pattern, with some significant change. Significant changes are:

• Proportionately more people are visiting the airport. The percentage of both Sacra-
mento County and regional residents reporting that they did not go to the airport dropped
significantly, to 34 percent of the Sacramento County residents and 36 percent of the region’s
residents.

•  Proportionately more people are flying.  The percentage of residents who flew in
2003 was significantly higher than in the prior five year period., and higher than in 2002.  This
may  be due to lower air fares and rising gasoline prices inducing family travel by air.  Our
data indicate that proportionately moer people were travelling for pleasure in the summer of
2003.

• Proportionately more people are dropping off air passengers on average compared
with the last five years.  Roughly 48 percent of both the region and the Sacramento County
adult residents had been picking up or dropping off someone at least once during the six

Sacramento County Airport System’s alternative-fuel
vehicle fleet includes 14 methanol pool cars, 22 CNG
shuttle mbuses, 13 CNG cars, vans and trucks and
numerous electric vehicles.
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month period over the last five years.  In 2003, that proportion grew significantly to 54 percent
in Sacramento County and 52 percent in the region.  This is the highest percent recorded since
1995 .

• correspondingly, there was a drop in the proportion of passengers who parked
while flying, from 52% to 48%, and a non-significant drop in use of commercial services from
19 to 16 percent.

• Pleasure travel was up and pleasure travellers are less likely to park while flying
and more likely to be dropped.  In 2002, 23 percent of the region’s residents and 55 percent of
the air passengers travelled strictly for pleasure.  In 2003 those proportions had risen to 27.6
percent of the region’s residents and 62 percent of the air passengers.

Fifty-two percent of the business travellers said they had been dropped off or picked up at
least once compared to 68 percent of the pleasure travellers.  Seventy percent of the business
travellers said they had parked and flown at least once, compared to 41 percent of the pleasure
travellers.

Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the increase in drop offs and the decrease in parking
by air passengers in 2003 was a function of increased pleasure travel.  The alternative hypoth-
esis would be that parking supply or pricing had depressed parking by air passengers, but
there is no data to support that hypothesis.

• Awareness of shuttle service rose substantially to over 85 percent of air passengers.
Air passengers were also more likely to consider using van service than in previous years.
Over half of all air passengers said that they considered using van service.
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Awareness of shuttle
service rose
substantially to over 85
percent of all air
passengers.  Air
passengers were also
more likely to consider
using van service than
in previous years.
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Other Public Policy Issues

The 2003 survey included three policy questions never asked before regarding financing air
quality improvements  Regional results for these questions are provided below.

Petroleum Mitigation Fee.   “Now I am going to ask you a couple of questions about improving air quality
in the summer.  There are a lot of sources that contribute to unhealthy levels of ozone in our region in the summer.
Most of these are gasoline and diesel burning engines.  Some people believe that a mitigation fee should be
charged to California petroleum refiners and on imports of refined oil in order to pay owners of older diesel
engines to retrofit or replace the engines with newer ones.  Other people believe such a fee would drive up costs
to business and consumers, gas prices would go up, and that would cause economic problems in California.

Which do you think is better?  To charge a petroleum mitigation fee or not to charge the fee? “
1. Charge the fee 31%

2. Do not charge the fee 69%

Sales Tax Measures for Transportation and Air Quality
[Asked in All Counties except Sacramento County and Solano County]

Sacramento County residents pay a one-half percent sales tax to pay for transportation improvements.  This tax
was imposed in 1988. A small percentage of this tax revenue –one and a half percent— goes to the Air Quality
Management District to pay for programs to reduce air pollution from motor vehicles in this county.  About 35
percent goes to transit services.  Most of the rest, about 60 percent, goes to road widening, improvements and
enhancements, such as signals, bike lanes, interchanges, pedestrian safety improvements.  Now, thinking about
your own county, how likely would you be to support a sales tax measure similar to this one in your own county:

1. very unlikely 26.8
2. somewhat unlikely 15.7
3. somewhat likely 31.0
4.  or very likely? 26.5

[Asked of Sacramento City and County residents only.]
Sacramento County residents pay a one-half percent sales tax to pay for transportation improvements.  This tax
was imposed in 1988.  It provides about 90 million dollars a year.  Of this 1.4 million dollars a year goes to the Air
Quality Management District to pay for programs to reduce air pollution from motor vehicles in this county.
About 30 million goes to transit services, and the rest, about 60 million, goes to road widening, improvements and
enhancements, such as signals, bike lanes, interchanges, pedestrian safety improvements.  How comfortable are
you with the amount of this tax that is going to the Air District to reduce air pollution from motor vehicles. Is it
too much, not enough or about the right amount?

1. too much 17%
2. not enough 39%
3. right amount 44%

These data have been reported directly to policy makers for their immediate use in considering
public preferences for air quality funding sources.
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Conclusion

The 2003 Cleaner Air Partnership Public Opinion Survey on Air Quality and Transportation
provided a unique opportunity to look at public views on a variety of air quality related issues
in our region.  It is a mirror into which we can gaze and see ourselves as a region of drivers,
commuters, and breathers.  The report addresses topical issues as well as long term trends.
With survey data going back to 1989, there is ample opportunity to search for meaningful
shifts in public opinion.  A report such as this one is necessarily a snapshot, a fairly low
resolution snapshot, of the information that we have gathered from the public in that 14 year
time frame.

Here are the key findings of the survey:

• More residents have learned to do things differ-
ently on days with poor air quality.    In 1993,
only 35 percent of the Sacramento County resi-
dents reported changing behavior in response to
poor air quality; in 2003, that number was 60
percent.

•  Drivers reported more use of alternative
modes instead of driving on a routine basis (as
opposed to bad air days).    Fifty-six percent of
the drivers interviewed reported that they took
some trips on alternative modes compared to 40
percent in 1998 and 47 percent in 1999.  There was no such linear trend for individual alterna-
tive modes, indicating that drivers are spreading their alternative use among walking, biking,
transit and pooling.

• However, there has been no substantial change in transportation habits.  Looking back to the
late nineties, we see no substantial change in driver reporting of average miles driven per
week.

•  Twenty-seven percent of the region’s residents said they did not receive enough information
about air pollution on days with poor air quality.

• Most people (82 percent)  are concerned about planning for growth and only a minority (23
percent) think that local government is doing a good or excellent job in terms of planning for
future growth.   Biggest concerns about growth do not include air pollution.  Infrastructure,
notably roads and transit, and open space and agricultural land preservation top the list.

•  Almost 10 percent (9.5 %) of our region’s drivers are very interested in purchasing a neigh-
borhood electric vehicle.

Our beautiful region has the potential for healthy air
everyday.
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•  About 21 percent of the Highway 50 commuters are familiar with the 50Corridor.com educa-
tion effort, with about one-third of these being “very familiar.”

• For airport trips, awareness of shuttle service rose substantially to over 85 percent of all air
passengers.  Air passengers were also more likely to consider using van service than in
previous years.

The survey  tracks the transportation habits of drivers.  In 2002, our survey concluded that
“Though over half of the region’s residents believe that clean air depends upon changes in
their personal actions, there has been virtually no shift in transportation patterns by area
drivers in the last five years. “  The 2003 survey only amends that conclusion slightly.

As we look out to the challenge of the new 8 hour federal ozone standard, and the need to
dramatically reduce mobile source emissions by 2013, it is difficult to mesh the need for
reductions with the stable pattern of transportation habits found in this ongoing survey.  The
regional transportation plan (SACOG, Metropolitan Transportation Plan for 2025) has
established a goal to “develop a transportation system and related strategies that contribute to
achieving healthy air in the region.” Public support for these strategies is essential to the
success of the plan.

Equally worrisome is the finding that air pollution is not a major concern when residents think
about planning of land use for growth in our region. Technical analysis of land use measures to
achieve transportation emission reductions indicates that experts would consider “smart
growth,” a more compact and transit oriented pattern of development,  an important strategy.

“In the Sacramento region, a strategy to limit sprawl and encourage land use change
toward smart growth and transit oriented development provides important benefits in
air pollution reduction as well as other objectives such as livability, sustainability, energy
conservation, infrastructure longevity, transportation efficiency and economic
development. . . .A smart growth strategy is economically and technologically feasible,
and promises ongoing long term benefits to the region as a whole. Air emission
reductions arise from the measure’s impact on improving the efficiency of transportation
consumption and reducing the amount of travel needed to access goods, services and
other exchange opportunities. Since land use planning and control is a local
responsibility in California, the measure can be  successfully implemented at the local
level, with supportive measures from regional, state and federal programs affecting
transportation, housing and development.”  (Clean Air Plan Update
Further Analysis Control Measures, May 6, 2004.)

What is promising about our region is that for over 14 years, a number of partners have come
together annually to listen to the public.    This continuous consultation provides immediate
public feedback on planning issues, and allows monitoring of long term trends.   It allows the
public to be involved in an immediate way in air quality and transportation policy.

The collaborative nature of the Cleaner Air Partnership Public Opinion Survey on Air Quality
and Transportation is a good omen.  If air quality, transportation and land use authorities in
the region can collaborate on consulting with the public, there is hope that joint policies can
emerge.
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County Sample Number Percent of
in Regional Sample Regional Population

Placer 500 171 12.5%
Yolo-Solano* 857 210 15.3%
Sacramento City 400 297 21.6%
Sacramento Co** 600 600 43.6%
El Dorado 400   97   7.1%
Total         2,757         1,376          100.0%

* Yolo 544; Solano 313 (only Vacaville and east are included in the Solano sample).
** County not including Sacramento City; includes other cities in the County.

For full text of questions, see Questionnaire.

For copies of data sets or frequency distributions, contact the Cleaner Air Partnership at 916-
447-4956 OR EMAIL info@cleanerairpartnership.org.

THIS PDF VERSION OF THE REPORT DOES NOT INCLUDE THE TABLE OF COMPARISONS,  THE
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS, QUESTIONNAIRE OR METHODS SECTION.  There are separate
pdf files with these data.  FOR THIS INFORMATION, or to receive data in some other form, use
the contact information above.

Frequency Distributions
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